Gregory-Aland Lect. 1227
(National Library of Greece, Athens: 2551)
Kurzgefasste Liste description:
GA Number: l 1227
Contents: lae
Date: XII
Material: Parchment
Leaves: 235
Columns: 2
Lines per page: 26
Dimensions: 32 H x 23 W
Shelf Number: 2551
Corrections to K-Liste description: dimensions; incorrect identification: no Gospel
lections
CSNTM description:
GA Number: l 1227
Contents: la
Date: XII
Material: parchment
Leaves: 236
Columns: 2
Lines per page: 26
Dimensions: 20.4–23.0 W x 30.0–31.4 H x 7.7–9.21 D cm
Shelf Number: 2551
Images:
Text (476) + Additional matter (2) + Spine & Color Chart (7) = 485 total images
Foliation corrections: foliated on top and bottom (indexed to top)
172a = fragment
173a = ‘172’
177a = blank (leaf fragment)
178a = ‘176a’
201 = fragment
202 = ‘199’
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Smaller on top than bottom.
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Quires: —
Additional matter: 2 images
Front cover: 0 additional leaves + cover b = 1 image
Back cover: 0 additional leaves + cover a = 1 image
Spine, Cover, and Color Chart: 7 images (color chart on 1a)
Text: 238 leaves (476 images)
UV (MS pages, not ours): none
Specific Details:2
Leather over wood boards, studs on front and back; boards have significant termite
damage.
Binding strips from at least two other MSS throughout the codex.
MS is in poor condition, very dirty with lots of loose leaves.
At least two different hands.
1a: Acts begins
63a: Epistles begins
185a–233a (‘184a–232a’): Menologion
17 March 2016: dbw/klf
Digitized by: sll/klf
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Leaf numbers: actual is listed first, then =, then the written number on the MS in single quotes.
Thus: 214a = ‘212a.’ Even though the quotation marks are used, there is no ‘a’ on the written page. For a
MS that is paginated, the actual leaf number is listed first, followed by =, followed by the page number in
quotes. Thus: 214a = ‘423.’
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